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ABSTRACT
We describe a technique for controlled metamorphosis between surfaces in 3-space. We apply
well-understood techniques to produce shape metamorphosis between models in a 2D parametric
space. The user selects morphable features interactively, and the morphing process executes in
real time on a high-performance graphics multicomputer.
Research was supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under NASA Contract No.
NAS 1-19480 while the author (Banks) was in residence at the Institute for Computer Applications in Science and
Engineering (ICASE), NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23681.

1 Introduction
Image metamorphosis (morphing) is a powerful and easy-to-use tool for generating new 2D
images from existing 2D images. In this paper we describe a new technique of interactively
applying feature-based metamorphosis to surfaces in 3-space.
Wolberg [Wolberg 90] described a pointwise-correspondence technique for morphing 2D images.
If a feature in image A is meant to match a feature in image B, the user chooses a point within the
feature of each image. When the point morphs from A to B, so does a neighborhood surrounding
it.
Beier [Beier 92] described a segment-correspondence technique for morphing 2D images. When
a feature in image A is meant to correspond to a feature in image B, a line segment is drawn over
the feature in each image. As the segment morphs from A to B, so does a neighborhood
surrounding it. By judiciously creating line segments, the user can preserve all the important
features throughout the morph.
Kent [Kent 92] described a method for morphing 3D polyhedral objects. New vertices, edges,
and faces are added to each object so that every polygon of the first object corresponds to a
polygon of the second. To morph between them one interpolates between corresponding vertices.
The user can exercise some control over how the correspondences are established, but only indi-
rectly. Kent concludes:
... techniques that provide a finer level of control over the transformation are needed. One possibility is to
add a warping step ... before the topologies are merged.
We implemented Beier's technique as that warping step, warping the model's 2D parameter space
rather than the model's projected 2D image.
2 Our Technique
Our method consists in morphing the 2D parameter space of a pair of surface models. We use
Beier's techniques to accomplish the warping. The 2D nature of the process makes interaction
easy. We can simultaneously present to the user both the parametric pre-image and the resulting
surface in 3-space to assist in defining the features to morph.
We begin with a pair of surface models A and B (Figure 1) which have been meshed over some
parameter space. Models in other formats (like polygon-lists, NURBS, or implicit surfaces) must
be resampled and meshed so that they have similar parameter spaces. This may seem like a rela-
tively harsh restriction, making the technique applicable only to convex or star-shaped objects.
However, there are physically-based and model-specific projection techniques [Kent 92] that can
be applied to more complex geometries.
The surface attributes of the source models must be available in the 2D parameter space so that
they may be interpolated. There are map-parameters attached to each sample as well. For
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Figure 1. Object A (on the left) is morphed into object B (on the right.) The two objects are para-
metric surfaces. To interpolate between the geometries, one can interpolate between the 2D
: pa-rameterspaces;_ _ _
The surface attributes are interpolated as well as the geometries. The samples' map-parameters
are also interpolated since they serve to construct the target model from a morphed pre-image in
the 2D parametric space. The 3D target model is derived from this pre-image by applying the
mappings; in doing so, we use the "morphed" values of the map-parameters at each sample point.
3 Interactive Implementation
We implemented a prototype system on the Pixel-Planes 5 graphics multicomputer, a heteroge-
neous system consisting of over 30 Intel i860-based MIMD nodes and many thousands of SIMD
pixel-processors. We chose Beier's technique for its easy and intuitive control methods. We have
demonstrated our method on 3D models of human heads generated by a 3D scanner (Cyberware).
These models are represented in cylindrical coordinates (with the mantle of the cylinder serving
as the 2D parameter space for the morphing process). Our samples contain the surface attributes
of color and radius. Traditional morphing between 2D images operates on color as a function of
2D pixel coordinates;hereweoperateoncolor asa function of 2D parametriccoordinates,and
on themap-parameterof radialdistance.
The softwaredesignof theprototypesystemis straightforward:the2D parameterspaceof each
modelis replicatedonall MIMD nodes.Eachnodegeneratesa subsetof themorphedpre-image.
Thenodesthenapply themorphedmap-parametersto generatepolygonsfrom themorphedpre-
image.
Figures2aand2bshowthe2Dpre-imagesonwhichauserhasmarkedfeatures.Figure2ashows
the color intensity of the models in theparameterspaceof cylindrical coordinates.Figure 2b
showsthe radius function (essentiallya height function) in cylindrical coordinates,mappedto
grey intensity values.Note the pairs of line segments:they establishcorrespondencesbetween
variousfeaturesof thetwo sourcemodels.Thesefeaturesmaybechosensimply by their similar
color (like matchingtheredregionsof lips in a2D image),but alsoby their similar 3Dgeometry
(like matchingthepointedtip of eachnose).This latterability is crucial for matchingfeaturesin
regionsof constantcolor.Thesefeaturesareprominentin profile, but not in thegeneralprojected
views. It would be inefficient to searchfor correspondingfeaturesby continually rotating the
objectsuntil their featuresareidentifiableby their colorsalone.
Figure 3 showsa sequenceof shapemetamorphosisgeneratedby our system.Mappedonto the
surfacesof the3D models,the line segmentsbecomesurface-followingcurves.Thefacerotates
as it is morphedto demonstratehow the geometricfeaturesarepreservedduring the interpola-
tion. Notice, for example,how thelips spreadopenasthemorphingprogresses.Notice alsothat
one of the eyesis obscuredin the left image. Pure image-basedmorphing cannot interpolate
betweenfeatureswhenoneof themis obscuredunderaparticularviewing projection.
Theentireprocessof matchingfeaturesandwarpingbetweenthesurfacesin Figure3 takesabout
5 minutesfor anexperienceduser.The274x222surfacemeshis morphedandrenderedonPixel-
Planes5 at 20 framespersecond(4x4decimation)or at 1framepersecond(full resolution).
4 Conclusions
We have described how to apply image-based metamorphosis to parametrically-defined surfaces.
When a surface is defined parametrically, our method of metamorphosis is superior to ordinary
image-based warping: the warp is defined only once (rather than frame-by-frame) for an anima-
tion. Consequently it can be accomplished in a single short interactive session. For a parametric
surface, our method is also superior to existing techniques that automatically map between
surfaces in a global manner. The user interactively defines which individual features on the first
surface correspond to features on the second one. The gradual morphing is itself simple and
parallelizable. The interpolating surfaces can be constructed and displayed at interactive or even
real-time frame rates.
Figure 2a. Line segments define similar features in two models of human heads. The greyscale
image represents intrinsic color.
Figure 2b. Line segmentsdefinesimilar featureskin ti40 models of human heads. The greyscale
image represents radial distance in cylindrical coordinates.
- !
Figure 3. Metamorphosis of surface shapes in 3-space. Top row: 0% and 33% versions of the
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